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Keywords & Topics 
 
Sources: 
 
G Tamara Green, The Greek and Latin Roots of English, 2nd ed. (NY: Ardsley, 1994). 
D Keith Denning and William Leben, English Vocabulary Elements (NY: Oxford UP, 1995). 
S Robert Stockwell and Donka Minkova, English Words: History and Structure (Cambridge UP, 2001). 
H Geoffrey Hughes, A History of English Words (Blackwell, 2000) 
 
Each author explains TYPOGRAPHY of book, and using a DICTIONARY [S in an appendix, 
H4 in a chapter]. 
 
General CHAPTER HEADINGS below. SIGLA refer to authors (number represents chapter, so D2 is “D put 
this term in chapter 2”). *add this term. Italics signify (absent) preferred term. 
 
1. PREFACE 
 
comparative method [G] 
etymology [G, S3] 
lexicology, -graphy [H] 
linguistic [G] 
pronunciation guide [D, S10] 
stress, stress rules [S10] 
register [H] 
3 registers: L/G, AS, Fr. [H] 
neologism [D, S] 
synonym, antonym [H] 
hyper-, hyponym [H] 
morphology/morphemes [D] 
derived [D] 
*open-, closed-class 
connotation [D] 
word element (affix) [D] 
borrowed/native [D] core/learned [S] 
parse (analyze forms) [D, S9] 
 
2. HISTORICAL LINGUISTICS 
 
language families [G, S] 
PIE [D10, S “IE”] 
PIE phonology [D10] 
Gmc, wGmc, pGmc [D, S] 
Celts, Welsh, Irish (Scots) [D, S, H] 
[S: all PIE language families] 
language tree [G] 
Grimm’s Law [D10] 
synthetic/inflected [H] 
weak, strong verb [H] 
OE, Anglo-Saxon [D, H] 
Vikings, ON [D, S, H] 
kennings [H] 

Christianity [S, H] 
paganism [H] (Easter, etc.) 
case, person, number [D] 
gender [D8] 
conjugations [H1] 
cognates [D, S4, H2] 
shared derivation [S4] 
Norman Conquest [D, S, H chapt.] 
Romance/Latinate loans[D, S] 
Medieval loss of inflection [D12] 
Renaissance/EME [D, S3, H chapt.4&6] 
New World [H6] 
EME inkhorn, borrowings, etc [S3] 
PDE [D] 
World English [H6] 
standard Eng [D8] 
dialects [D8, H1] 
idiolect [H1] 
prescriptive/descriptive [D8] 
Colonial Empire [D, H chapt.6] 
 
3. LINGUISTICS [D, S, H] 
 
morphemes [D1, S4] 
affix, suffix, prefix [D, S4] 
stem, root [S4] 
*infix 
inflectional morphemes [D, D9] 
derivational morphemes [D91, S1, S5] 
bound/free [S4] 
polysemy [D, S9] 
semantics [H1] 
semantic change [S9] 
amelioration/pejoration [D7, S8] 

                                                 
1 Explains them as “innovation.” 
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narrowing/widening [D7, S8] 
semantic shift [D7] 
metaphor, synecdoche, etc. [D7] 
euphemism [D, H1] 
dysphemism [H1] 
taboo [H1] 
malapropism [H1] 
concatenative morphology [D] 
compound [D, S1, S4] 
hyphenation [S4] 
zero derivation [D] 
back formation [D, S1, H1] 
folk etymology [D, H1] 
archaism [H1] 
portmanteaux [H1] 
calque [H1] 
analogy [D] 
clipping [D, S1 “shortening”] 
blend [D, S1] 
acronym [D, S1 “initialisms”] 
sound symbolism [D] 
onomatopoeia [H] 
eponym [S1] 
toponym [S1, H1] 
reduplication [S1, H1] 
 
ALLOMORPHY [D&S chapter] 
shared allomorphy [D, S5] 
fossilized allomorphy [S5, S8 chapter] 
ablaut [D, S8] 
vowel gradation [S8] 
nasal insertion [D!] 
metathesis [D] 
[D, S] ANOTHER CHAPTER inc. nasal assimilation, 

deletion, rhotacism, etc. 
 
PHONETICS [D chapter] 
phonotactic constraints [S5] 
assimilation [D, S5] 
epenthesis [D, cf. nasal insertion!] 
place of articulation [D, S5] 
manner of articulation [D, S5] 
articulatory phonetics (labial, alveolar, velar, fricative, 

affricate, alveopalatal, approximates, nasal, 
sonorant, etc.) [D, S5, H2] 

affrication [D12] 
assibilation [D12, S5] 
vocalization/voicing [D12, S5] 
vowel reduction [S5] 
lenition [S5] 
diph-, monophthongization [D12, S5] 
deletion [D12, S chapter] 
 
4. LATIN LANGUAGE 
 
case [G] 

inflection [G; D2] 
declension [G] 
stem [G] 
principle parts [G,D] 
theme vowel [D] 
conjugation [G] 
 
LATIN ➛ ENGLISH 
doublets [G; D2, D3; H1] 
adjective ( -al, -ial, -an, -ian, etc. x29 ) [G] 
noun ( -ate, -ity, ice, etc. x30 ) [G] 
diminutives [G] 
V ➛ N ( -ment, -ble, men, etc. x32) [G] 
present/passive stems [G] 
verbal suffixes [G] 
 
5. GREEK LANGUAGE 
 
cognates [G] 
alphabet [G] 
transliteration [G] 
 
GREEK ➛ ENGLISH 
adj ( -ic, -oid, etc. ) [G] 
n ( -ia, -ter, etc.) [G] 
-logy, -cracy, etc. [G] 
 
LAT & GK PREFIXES 
L. prepositions ( ab-, a-, ante-, etc. ) [G] 
Gk. prepositions ( amphi-, etc. ) [G] 
 
6. VOCABULARY LISTS 
 
NUMBERS 
Lat. nums. (numerals, primacy, etc.) [G] 
Gk. nums. (monogram, etc.) [G] 
ordinals [G] 
 
GOVERNMENT 
political vocab. (demos, etc.) [G] 
Legal terminology (pro forma, etc.) [G, H4] 
war terms [G] 
 
PSYCHOLOGY 
terms, Gk. mythology (Narcissus, etc.) [G] 
emotion, humor [G] 
planets [G] 
 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
economics etc. [G] 
 
BIO & MEDICINE 
body, bones, organs, circulatory [G, H4] 
diagnosis [G] 
abbreviations [G] 
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SCIENCE & MATH 
astronomy [G] 
biology [G] 
ornithology etc. [G] 
chemistry [G] 
physics [G] 
geology [G] 
meteorology [G] 
 
EDUCATION 
books & study etc. [G] 
 
ARTS 
cities (fora, etc.) [G] 
literature [G] 
Muses [G] 
music [G] 
aesthetics [G] 
 

MYTH & RELIGION 
gods [G] 
calendar [G] 
philosophy [G] 
Christianity [G, S2] 
 
7. LATIN PHRASES 
 
ab ovo etc. [G, D11] 
 
8. VOCABULARY LISTS 
 
Lat. ➛  Eng. [G] 
Gk. ➛  Eng. [G] 
 
Morpheme ➛  Gloss [D, S] 
Gloss ➛  Morpheme [D] 
Morpheme sets [D]

 
 


